Previously, Michael the Canine trainer had kidnapped Munch the hungry gerbil. The lovable indestructible grad student of Chaos and Commander HJ went to a physics lab in Kentucky to save him, but were attacked by a horde of burly boys commanded by Michael.

I'll give you all the candy bars you can eat if you help me to defeat the lovable indestructible grad student of Chaos.

Oh, no!

OK!

There it is! Right next to the particle accelerator.

Elsewhere...

There's too many lady bugs. I better summon Clucky!
In more lines, theGenerating the loveable indomitable student of chaos draws a picture of Clucky.

What's going on?

We've got to get out of here! I told Michael that I would betray you in exchange for all his candy bars, but I just ate the candy bars and ran away! Now, he's really mad. Oh, I also ate all his lady bugs' food, too.

Hey! There's no food left!
I'm now working for no pay!
Let's go fly into windshields and try to cause car accidents!

Several hours later... I'm in the particle acceleration room...

I'll put this can in the particle accelerator and because matter increases in size when it's accelerated, in a few seconds...

We'll have a really huge can of soda!
A short time later...

When I find that note...

Good, my geeks! I'll...

Hey! What's that...?

There's a note on it. "Source of grad student power. Do Not Drink!"

I guess he didn't listen to my note. Let's get out of here before Michael digs himself out of the rubble.

It's starting to rain. What happened to my umbrella?

Oh, oh! I left it in the physics lab. Hey, can I drive on the way home?

And so, our hero enjoys a relaxing car trip home.

I'm hungry again! Can we stop to eat?

I can't read the speedometer. Can someone tell me how fast I am going?

Are you still going to finish your thesis today?